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Fr. Stephen Beale. Editor
O

n June 29th a new three-year
mandate began. Fr. Joseph
Simionato was appointed Regional
Superior of England and Dublin.

In Hampton Wick, I am in community
with Fr. Perrotta; In Ashford the
community is formed of Fr. Sidon, Fr.
Henryk and Fr. Carlo and in
Upholland, Fr. Joseph Simionato, Fr.
Philip and Bro. Feras. Fr. Paulo
Damin is expected to join them in
the new year.
There is a mixture of joy and sadness
when changes occur in religious life,
but there are new challenges and new opportunities. I am sorry to have
left Upholland. In a way it’s as though my heart has been ripped out, but I
remember when I left Hampton Wick in 2011 and the upset that caused…
It made me realise what I am to people and what they are to me. Wherever
I am I seek to give the best of myself and when I move to a new community,
I ask God’s grace to help me to let go to allow others to continue seeking
only to do good and harm no one as we are taught by St. Luigi Orione.
When Pope Francis became Pope, he asked the people to pray for
him. I too ask you to pray for me, thanking you again for your loving,
caring support and collaboration these last years, but also asking you
to pray for our ministry in England and Dublin, to pray for the existing
works and for the new and growing works, and for the plans, dreams and
aspirations, and to pray that what has always been a working relationship
between SDP religious and the lay people – our staff, residents, tenants,
contractors, fellow clergy and religious of other congregations may
continue, grow and develop, and that we may discover what is it to be
Don Orione today and how can we better connect with people face to
face and through housing, parishes, social care and the mass media.
And to cheer us all up, and enliven our hearts, remember the
scooter I dug out of the garden and that we are all “on a mission”
in Jesus’ name and the name of Don Orione, called to spread
their loving goodness and loving kindness, journeying
through
the joys, and sufferings of life to what we believe to be eternity.

Fr Stephen
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D

uring the pandemic I wrote various reflections and circulated them to my email
contacts. It is a while since I wrote, and one was entitled “Life has changed but not
ended” and how true that is having left Upholland after 10 years of ministry as chaplain
at Cardinal Heenan House I engaged with the religious community, the staff, residents,
families, welfare professionals, contractors, and wider family and friends of Cardinal
House and tenants of Don Orione Centre, as well as St. Teresa’s parishioners,

When I reflect, my experience was similar to that of a village parish priest without preparing
people for the sacraments. Now, unexpectedly I find myself, after some months assisting
in the parishes of St. Michael’s Ashford, and St. David’s Stanwell, in the role of Parochial
Administrator, journeying with the people of Sacred Heart Church, Teddington that also
embraces Hampton Wick.

I wish to thank all of you from the bottom of my heart for attending my farewell Mass
at St. Teresa’s Upholland on 3 September, after my 10 years of priestly ministry among
you – a ministry that extended into Skelmersdale and Upholland among the clergy of the
4

Change Of Editor
Change Of Ministry
various churches and with Firm Roots cancer prayer group in Burscough and including my
affiliation to the Pastoral Care Project, Birmingham, assisting with promoting the annual
week of prayer 12-19 March for people living with dementia.
When I arrived in Upholland 6 January 2011, I stopped in Cardinal Heenan House to
witness a staff member washing the feet of one of the residents with loving care. That
is the spirit of our Founder St. Luigi Orione. It’s the same thing I have tried to live in my
life and it’s the reason people came for the farewell celebration – to thank me – and in
recognition of the peoples’ “thank you”, I reciprocate with mine.
The reason for my leaving Upholland was, at the end of October 2020, I was asked at
short notice to go to help in the parish at St. Michael’s Church, Ashford, Middlesex whilst Fr.
Sidon Sagar, parish priest went to India to sort out his visa. In June 2021, Fr. Sidon returned
to Ashford. Instead of my returning to Upholland, I was asked to go to Hampton Wick. We
are Sons of Divine Providence and as religious we have a vow of obedience to follow, so
off I went…
I feel my time in Ashford was a preparation for something new. New experiences, meeting
new people, but also spiritually being prepared by the Lord… From March until the end
of May, I started some gardening, going once a week to St. David’s church Stanwell,
Middlesex which is also served by SDP. Slowly and methodically, little by little the brambles,
with roots the size of potatoes, and the rampant ivy were removed and gradually, item
by item out came what was some 15 years previously, a house clearance buried in
the garden! This could be the reason for the pinched nerve in my back! However, I am
grateful to have been able to recoup that part of the garden and to clear the back
wall and boundary fences of the embedded ivy. I am grateful to the family living in the
presbytery for their trojan work in burning the brambles and ivy and to the group of St.
David’s parishioners for turning out one Saturday morning to load the skip with all the
rubbish. Think of the contents of a young family home – all in the skip. You would have to
see it to believe it… Virtually three months of work and all lifted out in just over an hour!

Almost the last item to be dug out was a child’s scooter that
read on the footplate “on a mission”. This brings me to the
clarification of events. God, through our religious superiors is
asking something new of me.
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Daily Saints - 12 October. Blessed Carlo Acutis
"The Cyber Apostle of the Eucharist"

C

arlo was born in London on May 3, 1991, to Italian parents who moved the
family to Milan when he was 3 months old. It was there that Carlo grew up,
attending local schools and then a Jesuit high school. Devoted to Our Lady from
a young age, Carlo made the effort to recite the Rosary daily and, after his first
Communion at age 7, also strove to receive the Eucharist daily and to receive
the sacrament of reconciliation weekly. He would pause for hours in adoration
before the Blessed Sacrament. He
was a normal, handsome and
popular boy. A natural jokester who
enjoyed making his classmates and
teachers laugh. He loved playing
soccer, video games, and had a
sweet tooth. He also had four dogs,
two cats and many goldfish as pets.

Carlo couldn't say "no" to Nutella
or to ice crea m. Putting on weight
made him understand the need
for self-control. It was one of the many struggles Carlo had to overcome – to
learn how to master the art of self-control, to master the virtue of temperance,
starting by the simple things. He used to say, “What’s the use of winning 1,000
battles if you can't beat your own passions?” Carlo's motto reflects the life of a
normal teenager who strived to be the best version of himself, living the ordinary
in an extraordinary way. He used his first savings to buy a sleeping bag for a
homeless man he often saw on the way to Mass. He could have bought himself
another video game for his game console collection. He loved to play video
games. Instead, he chose to be generous. This was not an isolated instance.
When he was gifted a diary, he decided to use it to track his progress: "good
marks" if he behaved well and "bad marks" if he did not meet his expectations.
This is how he tracked his progress. In that same notebook he jotted down,
“Sadness is looking at oneself, happiness is looking at God. Conversion is nothing
but a movement of the eyes”.
Devotion "40 hours" prayer before Blessed
Sacrament St Patrick's Wigan Nov '21

He was a "natural
jokester". His classmates
would burst out in laughter
at his remarks, and so
would
the
teachers.
Since he realized it
could annoy and disrupt
others, he made an
effort to change in that
regard as well. Making
life pleasant for those
around him through little
acts was a constant in
his life. He did not like

Patron of Youth and Computer Programmers
the cleaning staff picking up after him, even if they were paid for that. So he
set the alarm clock a few minutes earlier to tidy up his room and make the bed.
Raejsh, a Hindu who cleaned at Carlo's house, was impressed that someone "as
handsome, young and rich” decided to live a simple life. “He captivated me
with his deep faith, charity and purity,” he remarked. Through Carlo’s example,
Raejsh decided to be baptized in the Catholic Church. Purity was very important
in Carlo's life. "Each person reflects the light of God", was something he commonly
said. It hurt him when his classmates did not live according to Christian morals. He
would encourage them to do so, trying to help them understand that the human
body is a gift from God and that sexuality had to be lived as God had intended.
When he took the dogs out for a walk, he always picked up whatever
garbage he came across. It was his way of improving his corner of the world.
Carlo's true passion was the Eucharist: "his highway to heaven". This led to his
mother's conversion. A woman who had only gone "three times to Mass in her life"
was conquered in the end by the boy's affection for Jesus. She enrolled herself
in a theology course so she could answer all the questions of her young son.
At the age of 11, Carlo began to investigate the Eucharistic miracles that have
occurred in history. He used all his computer knowledge and talents to create
a website that traced that history. Carlo was very gifted with everything related
to the world of computers so that both his friends and adults with computer
engineering degrees considered him a genius. Everyone was amazed at his ability
to understand the secrets of computers that are normally only accessible to those
who have specialized university degrees. Carlo’s interests involved computer
programming, film editing, website creation, editing and laying out small
publications, to helping those most in need especially children and the elderly.
Carlo could not understand why stadiums were full of people and churches were
empty. He would repeatedly say, “They have to see, they have to understand."
He was popular at school, but also befriended children who were unhappy at
home, defended the disabled, and treated girls with an old-fashioned purity
that challenged everyone. He would defend his Catholic faith — including his
pro-life views — fearlessly in class. In Summer 2006, Carlo asked his mother: "Do
you think I should become a priest?" She answered: "You will see it by yourself,
God will reveal it to you." At the beginning of that school year he did not feel well.
It seemed like a normal flu. But when he didn't get better, his parents took him
to hospital. "I'm not getting out of here," he said when he entered the building.
Shortly after, he was diagnosed with one of the worst types of leukaemia –
Acute Myeloid Leukaemia (AML or M3). His reaction was striking: "I offer to the
Lord the sufferings that I will have to undergo for the Pope and for the Church,
so as not to have to be in Purgatory and be able to go directly to heaven."
“I would like to leave this hospital,” he told his mother, “but I know I will not do so
alive. I will give you signs, though, that I am with God.” He was only 15 years old
when he died in a hospital in Monza, Italy, in 2006.
Blessed Carlo Acutis pray for us. Amen.
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Leroy Bourne RIP

In Remembrance

For many years Leroy was manager at St. John’s House, firstly at 7, Ferry Road
and then at no. 1 when the residents moved into the upgraded building. Shortly
after Leroy’s retirement we heard news that he had been hospitalised, but he
made a recovery. Sadly in September 2021 we received news that he had died.
Our condolences to Leroy’s family were expressed with the following letter to his
family:

Dear Gemma,
Thank you for telephoning our office this afternoon
with the sad news of Leroy’s death. All of us who
knew Leroy were very sorry to receive this news.
Leroy was a very well-liked and respected member
of our staff team for many years. We will always
be grateful for the calm and professional way he
managed St. John’s, and his care for the residents.
On behalf of the trustees, I would like to express the
condolences of everybody at Orione Care to you and your family.
With sympathy and good wishes, Yours sincerely,
Michael Healy, Secretary Orione Care
Stephen Gardener RIP
Our condolences went to Stephen Gardener’s family in December 2020. His
funeral in ex-Molesey Horticultural Centre was attended by his brother Richard,
sister-in-law Karin and nieces Tara and Neave together with his extended family
from Sundial House and the Horticultural Centre. Manager Patrick and brother
Richard led a nice tribute and memories of Stephen. The following email was
received:

Hello Fr Stephen
We wanted to thank you again for Friday. It was so
comforting for us to have you preside over Stephen’s funeral.
Was lovely to catch up with you as well. It felt like a
family with all of us together, and truly helped us through
a tough day.
We hope you have a lovely restful Christmas
and manage to get some time to chill out.
Sending you so much love and best wishes, Karin, Richard, Tara and Neave
8

John Solway’s Family – Lost And Found
At the beginning of the pandemic we received a
letter from John Solway’s niece. John lived many years
with The Sons of Divine Providence at Buntingford and
Hampton Wick. Sadly he passed away without family
contact which saddened him greatly. The good news
follows when thanks to Kevin in head office we retrieved
material from the archives and we were able to fill in
some gaps for john’s family. The following reply arrived:

Dear Father Stephen.
Once again many thanks for the wonderful photos.
There is no mistaking the family resemblance. We have the same nose lol. I
can see that he was a fine man who took pride in his appearance. We have
been proudly showing his photos off to all of our friends. I looked at one of the
pictures for a long time last night (where he is looking into the camera). It
was a nice feeling to look into his eyes even if it was through his photo. Thank
you doesn’t seem enough to show our appreciation to you for all your help.
Linda.
We also remember ex-staff Veronica Overstall RIP and Alfred Sawyerr RIP.

From the archive!

From the archives we have Father Bidone meeting journalist and ChildLine founder
Esther Rantzen. This photograph was taken on the 25th of February 1981 in the Black
Horse Pub as a part of a fundraiser for Colombo House. Also in attendance was the
mayor as well as the MP for Twickenham Toby Jessel.
Father Bidone (centre left) MP for Twickenham Toby Jessel (centre) Dame Esther
Rantzen (centre right) presenting a cheque for Colombo House Children’s home
Sunshine Variety Club mini bus.
Do you have a memory or anecdote for the archive?
Please write to info@orionecare.org
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Celestino Del Bianco Fondly Details Some Of His Early Memories Of The Sons
Of Divine Providence In England To Father Stephen And Hadleigh Moon.

A

s a young man after I had completed my fiveyear apprenticeship in my home village of Sesto
al Reghena, Italy. I travelled to Turin to live with my
three uncles who worked at the Fiat factory. It was in
a large housing complex called “Casa del Giovani
Operaio”. I remember that over four hundred young
people lived there who were training to work for
Fiat. There was no hot water unless you paid. There
was a housing boom in Turin at the time. I had a
job making the wooden shutters for the windows of
these houses.
Don Orione and Don Bosco were very popular in
Turin because of their great work helping others. I
knew Fr Paolo Rollo from his involvement with other
priests in the community I was living in. He was
approached by Father Bidone who wanted help
finding a builder who would help him with his work
setting up The Sons of Divine Providence in England.
I was suggested and pleased to help.
I arrived at Victoria Station in 1957. It was a wet and
John Perrota & Celo
windy evening. Something I soon realised was typical for England. I remember all the
men leaving their offices wearing bowler hats and being impressed by the discipline
people showed by queuing, which was not what I was used to in Italy.
My first job in England was to improve Fatima House which at the time housed elderly
men who were single. The first thing I did was built partitions for some of the big rooms
so that they could be separated accommodation. I lived there for a year making these
improvements. I also built a staircase to the cellar as well as built a lobby, as there was a
law that meant we had to have a lobby separating the lounge from the entrance.
Working with Father Bidone was very interesting. He had fled persecution in Albania
before meeting Don Orione. Father Bidone was a very shrewd man who had great ability
to get people to help him with his mission. Once I accompanied him to the council offices
in Vauxhall. He somehow managed to persuade the planning office to gift him a home in
Palace Road to be used by the charity.
It was difficult at first being in England and not being able to speak much English. In the
beginning I was helped by Max Swinney. He translated for me when I registered my arrival
with the immigration offices in Piccadilly as well as helped me buy materials from building
yards and places like that. I was taught English by an aging Countess who lived locally.
I do not remember her name, but I do recall that it was important for me to compliment
her dog and to not sit on his special chair!
In 1958 Father Bidone organised the first pilgrimage of the blind from England to the
Sanctuary of Our Lady of Lourdes, France. We travelled with four nurses and Dr. Bern.
When we arrived we stayed at the Madonna Hotel. It must be such a small world because
I bumped into my friend and cousin from Italy!
The evening torchlight procession was very moving. Seeing so many people seek spiritual
healing together. I was honoured to serve as the altar boy to Father Bidone when he
celebrated a Mass.
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Hadleigh Moon

Orione Care
Trustee Recruitment
Orione Care is seeking two new trustees to complement its existing Trustee
Board.
With one project valued at almost £20m nearing completion and another in
the pipeline they are particularly keen to recruit a trustee experienced in
property redevelopment, plus someone with good knowledge of social housing
provision and the compliance challenges it presents.
Although not essential, experience of a faith-based charity environment would
be an advantage.
Expressions of interest should be sent to the Company Secretary, Michael
Healy at: MHealy@orionecare.org

Trustee Role Description
Background
Orione Care is the name that was adopted in 2009 by The Sons of Divine Providence – a Roman
Catholic religious Congregation, founded in Italy in 1893. The Congregation takes inspiration from its
founder Saint Luigi Orione, whose motto was “Do good always, do good to all, harm nobody” and
who is remembered for his commitment to social justice and the service of those in need.
The Sons of Divine Providence came to England in 1949 when Fr. Paul Bidone arrived from Italy,
speaking no English and carrying only a ten-shilling note and the name of one British contact. Three
years later he had opened his first home, Fatima House in south London, for homeless elderly men,
paving the way for Orione Care’s work that continues nearly 70 years later. In addition, the charity
supports the Congregation’s mission work, primarily relating to education, in India and Kenya.
The current mix of activities mean that in addition to being registered charity number 1088675,
Orione Care is registered with the Regulator of Social Housing and the Care Quality Commission.
It provides both social housing and residential care around its base in Kingston-upon-Thames and
near Upholland in Lancashire.
The Sons of Divine Providence is incorporated as a private limited company (registered in England
and Wales, company number 4249759) so the trustees also take on the responsibilities as company
directors under company law.
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Join The Shepherds Of Bethlehem

I

n 2009 Don Orione’s community in
Hampton Wick hosted Midnight Mass
in Polish for the very first time. The new
faithful were asking about organising a
mass for Christmas Eve several months
before this event. And so it all started,
there is now a regular Midnight Mass also
every Sunday at 10:00 and 11:15 am.
Despite the Covid-19 pandemic, the
faithful are on the rise.

It all revolves around the “vigil supper”
which is, for Poles, a very important meal
of the year. Polish tradition says that the
meal (and therefore Christmas itself)
starts when the first star becomes visible
in the sky – which could be as early as
5pm.
A reminder of the bright star in the East
that led shepherds and kings alike to the
Cradle in a manger.
After a reading from the Bible, everyone shares “Opłatek”
bread with each-other. The bread resembles the hosts used
for communion but is made in big rectangular shapes and
is, of course, not consecrated – so it is just bread. Families
and friends who are apart will often send each other some
of this bread by post. By sharing your bread with everyone
presents you wish them a Holy and Happy Christmas and
all the needed graces for the coming New Year.
The main meal itself is steeped in tradition. It should consist of “12 courses” none
of which contain meat – only fish and vegetables are allowed. There is therefore a
myriad of special recipes most of which you are very unlikely to serve at any other
time. Although many are unusual, good cooks over the centuries have come
up with some exquisite dishes. Children, eager to move on to what follows after
the meal, find eating all these strange tastes a mountain to climb – especially
as good behaviour is essential for Saint Nicolas (aka Father Christmas) to look
favourably on the desires of little hearts!
The first course usually includes herring; this may be followed by “barszcz” (beetroot
12

soup) with cabbage and mushroom dumplings. Several main fish dishes will follow,
with carp very much in tradition, though many other options are possible.
Oh – but before we get carried away!
Jesus was born on hay – and the slight
unevenness of the tablecloth is caused
by a layer of hay under it. In tradition there
should also be one chair left unoccupied
- because an extra place is always laid
for the “unexpected visitor” in need of
hospitality or even it may symbolize a little
Jesus among us.
Finally, when the last dish is served and
all the children fidgeting with excitement,
it is time to gather around the Christmas
Tree under which, mysteriously, some
presents have appeared (was that knock
at the door and ensuing commotion
anything to do with it?) By the lights on the
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Christmas tree everyone sings well known carols which are many in Polish tradition.
Then at last comes the moment to share the presents that St. Nicolas has brought.
After much joy and mutual thanking, it is approaching the middle of the night
(how time flies…) and time to go to the Midnight Mass.
The Christmas Midnight Mass is in Polish tradition called “Pasterka” which means
“(The Mass) for shepherds”. This year we will also join them in Our Lady of Westminster
Chapel in Hampton Wick where Father Henryk Halman, a Polish Orione missionary
who spent 19 years in Madagascar and who serves to the Polish prayer community
now, will concelebrate a Midnight Mass complete as always with Polish carols and
psalms accompanied by the organ and guitar.
Father Henryk in his sermon is going to reflect on the meaning of this Silent, Holy
Night with respect to its mystery and meaning between the very first ‘‘Pasterka” in
Bethlehem and our reception of the baby Jesus today in our homes, communities
and nowadays times.
Immediately after the Midnight Mass on Christmas Day, there is “Opłatek” a
white bread symbol of the born Christ. We share it by breaking it and exchange
Christmas Wishes and to reflect on the shepherds’ words in a Polish carol:
“For four thousand years we have been expecting You. Kings and prophets have
waited - yet this night you have appeared before us. Welcome, Saviour!”
Polish people living abroad still continue to pray in their mother tongue and to
maintain their traditions which they learned in their family home. ...
I will just add that it is getting a tradition now that after a Holy Mass, the Polish Prayer
Community gather for tea or coffee, to be together and share life experiences.

Jan Chmielewski
Kingston

A Child Is Born

P

roud parents Matt and Joyce Hagan assist at Thomas James baptism in Dubai.
We wish our readers and the worldwide family and friends of St Luigi Orione every
blessing for Christmas 2021 and the New Year 2022.A special thanks to our staff
who have worked so hard during these months of pandemic to keep things running
and people in our care safe. The photo of baby Thomas James baptism reminds
us of the joy, hopes and aspirations with the birth of Jesus and that following Jesus
faithfully we will have life to the full.

KENYA:

The seminarians of Nairobi
establish a charity camp at
Marsabit in Northern Kenya

I

n one of the poorest areas of Kenya, often struck by drought, the seminarians
from Nairobi along with Fr Malcolm Dyer set up a camp to help the local people.
Already the Congregation did a big humanitarian project there in 2012/I3 due
to a terrible and devastating drought. On that occasion wells were dug and two
dams were built to make water accessible to the local population.
This time the seminarians stayed for two weeks living with the people, getting to
know them better and helping them to build up the community and work as a
team. It was a fruitful time both for the people of the villages and the seminarians.
It had been the bishop of Marsabit, Peter Kihara who had the idea and initiative
of inviting the seminarians to his diocese with the hope of the Congregation
eventually opening a Don Orione community in Marsabit.

Letter Of Superior General To Don Orione Lay Movement
Dear all Regional Superiors, Local Superiors & Members of the MLOa
Pope Francis, in a meeting of the diocese of Rome (Sept. 18),
said: "I have come here to encourage you to take this synodal
process seriously and to tell you that the Holy Spirit needs you.
And this is true: the Holy Spirit needs us." Take the synodal process
seriously because the Holy Spirit needs us! This is what the Pope
invites us to in every part of the Orionine world. Therefore, we must respond, with
all our commitment, to this His invitation-desire.
How can we respond? A part of our participation will be through the reflection of
the General Council that, as foreseen by the Vademecum, will be offered to the
Union of Superiors General. However, in the diocesan phase, the most important
participation is individual religious, their communities, and the members of the
Lay Movement who are called to take an active part in the synodic process.
called to take an active part in the synodal process in their respective dioceses.
It is for this reason that I appeal to the Superiors and those in charge of the Lay
Movement to encourage everyone to participate, informing themselves about
the specifics of the synodal process in their dioceses and then deciding on the
form of presence and implementation. Don Orione, in the face of an appeal
from the Pope, wants us in the front line.
In addition, for the Congregation, which is going through the chapter itinerary,
the invitation of the Holy Father's invitation is a further opportunity to ask ourselves:
How is "walking together" being carried out in our Family today? What steps
does the Spirit invite us to take to grow in our "walking together"? The chapters
and the provincial assemblies that will begin shortly the chapters and provincial
assemblies that are about to begin are an important forum for making decisions
that will strengthen the style of synodality in the communities, in the provinces,
and the entire Family. communities, provinces, and the entire congregation.
I thank you for the enthusiasm with which you will accept this request of mine
and I ask you to pray for this important event.
Fraternally,

Fr. Tarcísio Vieira

Director General

A Sponsorship scheme run by the Sons of Divine Providence and
their friends and supporters for poor children in the Third World

£10 per month can CHANGE a child’s life now
Your contribution can buy food, water, clothing, medicine,
education and life skill training
For further information please contact:
Sons of Divine Providence, 13 Lower Teddington Road,
Hampton Wick, Surrey, KT1 4EU
Email: johnperrotta208@gmail.com

“The privilege that we have to
Adore Him every day is one of his
greatest gifts. If you have a clean
heart, you will be able always to
see that wonderful connection
between the bread of life and the
broken body of Christ in the poor”

Saint Teresa of Calcutta

Request A Bridge
Name
(Print clearly)
Address line 1
Address line 2
Address line 3
Post Code
e-mail address
(if you are
happy for us
to contact
you with a link
to the on-line
version of The
Bridge)

I am willing to have a printed copy of Please tick or sign here:
the Bridge Magazine sent to my address.
The Bridge magazine will contain
news and developments about the
work of the Sons of Divine Providence,
fundraising
and
donation
requests,
occasional raffle tickets and promotion
of events such as pilgrimages etc.
Please complete the form above and return to:The Editor
The Sons of Divine Providence
13 Lower Teddington Road
Hampton Wick
Kingston upon Thames
Surrey KT1 4EU
Alternatively you may consider sending an e-mail to info@orionecare.org making the
above statements and confirming your name and full postal address.

✃

Blood Platelet Donor – A Christmas Gift With A Difference
y name is Marcus Hart, and my association is with Don Orione Upholland where
M
my aunt was lovingly cared for in the ﬁnal years of her life. In these recent difﬁcult
and challenging times, the Covid pandemic has placed so many new restrictions on

our daily lives. One thing that has remained constant is the need to help others by
giving blood, platelets and plasma. Despite the Covid pandemic, donation sessions
have continued regularly with the process remaining safe. As a regular donor I would
like to encourage others to donate as this would help many people who are suffering
painful life-threatening conditions. In the gospels Jesus asked us to heal others. By
giving blood we can save lives. We say Jesus’s blood has saved us and given us a
second chance. Giving blood at a local centre takes a small amount of time and
giving back to others at their time of need is so important and is relatively easy to do.
Having recently completed 400
blood and platelet donations I
believe the more the process
is promoted the better the
chances of increasing the
number of donors. I had
noticed that more donors have
come forward from friends and
family to donate when I had
chatted to them about this. I
was very pleased that this
happened but thought it would
be worth encouraging others
to come forward, who have not
done so before or who have
not donated for a while.
I started donating whole blood
25 years ago at Ormskirk Civic
centre after seeing a poster at
work asking for blood donors.
After donating whole blood
for a few times. I was told I
had a high platelet count
and would I like to become a
platelet donor. I didn’t know
what platelets were at the
time but found out they were
tiny fragments of cells made in
the bone marrow and released
into the blood stream in the same way as red blood cells. Those with leukaemia or
other cancers may have too few platelets as the result of their disease or treatment.
Also, after major surgery or extensive injury patients may need platelet transfusions
to replace those lost through bleeding. Platelets can be donated more frequently
than whole blood.
I’ve come across so many wonderful donors during that time, many who have
donated a lot more times than I have all of which having the same motive of helping
someone with the gift of life. I feel it’s worth getting the message across to increase
the awareness and huge importance of doing something that can be a lifesaver for
someone.
Please contact www.blood.co.uk to make an appointment or contact 0300 123 2323
which is the blood and transplant helpline.
Thanks

Marcus

Fr. Philip Kehoe FDP Reports On The Recent Roman
Catholic Archdiocese Of Liverpool Synod

R

ecently I found a copy of the Liverpool Archdiocesan directory for 1955, the year
of my birth. At that time the directory lists over 600 priests, secular and religious
working in the Archdiocese of Liverpool, the building of many new churches and
schools and in 1965 the seminary of St Joseph’s Up Holland had 262 students in the
minor and major seminary, one of the biggest seminaries in the country. It was the
heyday of the Liverpool Archdiocese. The archdiocese had a population of nearly 2
million people and of these about 25% were Catholics and of these Catholics over
50% attended weekly Sunday Mass, that was nearly 250 thousand. Many parishes
had three or four priests living in the presbytery and four Sunday masses were not
uncommon. As an example, St. Bede’s in Widnes had four priests and five Sunday
morning Masses starting at 7am. Fast forward to 2020 and these are the statistics in
the directory. About 150 priests in active ministry but many of these over 65 years
of age, about 60 religious priests also help in the Archdiocese and run parishes.
Permanent deacons are about 71 but 27 of these retired. Sunday Masses often one
per parish. Weekly Sunday Mass attendance about forty-one thousand or a little
under 10%. The seminary closed down many years ago and is now lying in rack and
ruin. This all seems sad and gloomy but raw statistics often are.
The Synod, which was called by the Archbishop, Malcolm McMahon was conceived
as a journey for all who live within the Archdiocese. The synod had five hundred
members who at the end of the Synod voted on the proposals. This although planned
to be at a meeting with all present, took place a year later on Zoom. The members
included all parish priests and priests with an active role in the diocese, one lay
representative from each parish plus lay representatives in special fields of work such
as Catholic education, the care and medical services, various chaplaincies, and
organisations that have links to the Church. The whole idea was that it be representative
of all who need to have a say in how we see the future of our Archdiocese.
The word synod means “journeying together”, and that is exactly what we all did.
Each priest and lay member consulted parish groups through group meetings,
when in the early stages we could still have them. Then zoom, emails and direct
questioning at Sunday Mass to gather their thoughts and proposals. All these were
recorded and sent to the synod office. It was a long process taking nearly three
years, because of course halfway through it all COVID intervened and caused lots
of new strategies, particularly Zoom meetings and of course pushed the synod into
2021. The Synod consultations will all be presented to a committee in the Vatican and
on the first Sunday of Advent they will be promulgated in the Archdiocese, in order
for each parish to work on and implement the proposals that the Vatican accepts. It
will be an exciting time, and already one of the big proposals has been to be more
welcoming of all people who come to our Churches, especially those who feel that
the Church rejects them. Sustainable living and care for the environment has been
another big proposal and focuses on how each parish can become a ‘live simply’
parish. We are moving to a smaller Church in the future but it will be a church of more
committed people, more family like, caring for others and those in need. It will still
be a valid voice at the heart of society and will try to live the gospel message that
Jesus proclaimed in a nutshell “Love God with all your mind, heart and soul and love
your neighbour as yourself”.
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Fr. Philip

Towards The XV General Chapter:
"Let us throw ourselves into the fire of the new times” -To
evangelize the world through the Prophecy of Charity,
new in style, forms, and frontiers-, is very inspiring not
only because it reminds us of the Founder, but because
it invites us to walk this path of preparation for the next
General Chapter with open courage and confident
spirit.
At the same time, Pope Francis convened the Synod,
which will address communion, participation, and
mission as a style of church. He himself gathered the
clergy of Rome, to encourage all present "to take this
process seriously through dialogue" and told them
"that the Holy Spirit needs you. And this is true: the Holy Spirit needs us. Take the
synodal process seriously because the Holy Spirit needs us". Father Tarcisio in his
letter on the synod says, "This is what the Pope invites to all Orionines in the world
to do". This indication of the Pope and Father Tarcisio reinforces the itinerary
of the Orionine General Chapter. The invitation of the "Holy Father is another
opportunity to ask ourselves: How is our "journey together", we must respond with
all our commitment, to this "invitation-desire" to strengthen the synodal style in
the communities, in the regions, in the whole charismatic Family, and the whole
Congregation.
Despite the restrictions imposed by the Covid-19 pandemic, many communities
have already held "local chapters" and have completed the "regional chapters".
Communities in countries heavily affected by the pandemic have had difficulty
holding them face-to-face. Even if you could not have done it in person,
because you have had restrictions, I noticed that they have not been so strict as
to not be able to meet in person. In this case you owe each other this physical
encounter, this is the richness of seeing each other's faces and talking in person.
Almost all of us have experienced the fruit of these conversations and fraternal
sharing we have had good moments listening to "our voices" and allow ourselves
to be challenged to change or be encouraged by them, seeking to foster the
best in ourselves through dialogue.
The Delegation Assembly is coming, we will work the thematic nuclei proposed
with the contributions made by all the regions following the same methodology
under these three approaches that will help us to reflect together:
−
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Synodal approach. We Orionines do not walk alone. We are part of
communities and of a congregation with its structures. We are members
of the Church. When we open ourselves to others, many things begin to
stir and change. Indeed, the temptation to settle down and individualize
ourselves always lurks, but we are people called to walk and to meet
the other, this is the right direction even if we do not always follow it.

−

−

Appreciative approach. Our problems and illnesses
are glaring. The pandemic has only exacerbated
them. Therefore, we need to focus on what generates
light and life because in all of us there are seeds of
truth, goodness, and beauty sown by the Spirit of God.
If we only focus on what is going wrong, we are likely
to generate toxic environments, of which there are
already many, that do not help us to improve. If we
celebrate what works well, we will multiply the energy
and desire to continue growing as individuals and communities.
Narrative approach. Dedicate ourselves to narrate what we are living,
to tell the little stories of what the Spirit of God is doing in us, in our
communities, in the mission. Life generates life. We will be surprised by
the enormous transforming power of stories. After all, Jesus spoke to us
about the mystery of the Kingdom of God through short, beautiful, and
challenging stories: the parables. Our "conversations" are exercises that
allow us to train ourselves in this way of facing our missionary vocation.
We are convinced that the General Chapter has already begun to
the extent that we have begun to "converse among ourselves" and
with others to overcome the daily routine and to dream of a renewed
Congregation.

Without dreams, we cannot understand God's plans and projects. That is why, in
our preparation for the General Chapter, we do not limit ourselves to analysis or
just discovery. We want to dream personally and communally, to open a skylight
that illuminates our lives, to let God surprise us with what is to come.
The Congregation of the coming years will not only be just “the future” (the result
of our current programming) but, above all, “the coming” (the arrival of the
surprising gift of God). From Rome, I wish you all a serene and fraternal time,
guided by the light of the Word of God in the presence of the Holy Spirit. And
I encourage you to take advantage of the "time of the Chapter" to make the
sign of the cross and to throw ourselves into the fire of the new times with charity
wherever Providence has thought of us and asks us to be.
When I was concluding this introductory letter for the Newsletter, I have received
the sad news of the death of our young brother, novice Pritam Lakra, from India,
who at the age of 24 gave his life to God in a sudden encounter. We can say
how sad and dark it is, yes we can say it, but in this darkness and this sadness of
mind and heart there is a bright and precious light, it is called
faith. In that faith, we look to heaven full of hope, and praying
that Pritam's soul may rest in peace, and because he is the first
seed that fell to the earth to bear fruit, may this fruit be a life of
joyful fraternity in the beloved region of India.
With wishes of peace, I bless you,

Father Marcelo.
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Mulberry Court Hampton Wick
High-End Independent Living Development

F

rom closing the Orione House Care Home in Hampton Wick and meeting with
the trustees of the Charity in 2017, we today find ourselves issuing the final
completion certificate on what is now Mulberry Court.
Despite construction starting on March 20th 2020, the first day of a national
lockdown in what is once in a 100-year pandemic, we have made it to completion
on this special project.

The original completion date was August 2021, and despite all of the turmoil in
the wider world along with wonderful enhancements of both design and quality,
completion was achieved on the 15th November 2021. We have the first buyers
queuing up to move in, an achievement of which we can be collectively proud.
What A Journey!
The Charity started the UK Head office in the 1950s where Fr. Bidone came to
London with 10 shillings and its value today is now in the many millions. However,
with the closure of the Care Home that subsequently sat empty for over three
years a new vision for this historic site was needed. A use that would enable the
community at Hampton Wick to flourish well into the future.
Providence seems to have brought us together. I met with Fr Philip on December
28th 2017. This was a meeting with nowhere to hide in the small confessional room
at 25 Lower Teddington Road that lasted for about 45 minutes. The vision that
resulted from that faithful meeting was to create “Mulberry Court”. A utilisation of
the wonderful garden spaces to the rear of Lower Teddington Road and demolition
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and reimagining of the former care home site. In its place a design was required to
fit carefully with the buildings of townscape merit on Lower Teddington Road
It was decided that a Retirement Living scheme would be the ideal solution. This
would enable a cohesive estate and for the Charity to retain ownership of the
land in perpetuity. Thus commenced the planning process! Nine months followed
of neighbourhood consultations, meetings with local politicians, and planning
authorities, and conservation officers visiting our site and engaging with the
Lifestyle Residences development team. This culminated in the all important public
planning committee meeting with the London Borough of Richmond upon Thames.
After presentations by both the Chief Planning Officer and myself, with whom a
strong relationship had been established, the votes came in and unanimous
approval was achieved. A great day! This was the first Retirement Living scheme of
its kind to be awarded planning in Richmond, and all the Committee agreed the
Borough could do with more schemes of this nature.
With planning achieved, the green light was given to complete the development.
Thus commenced the next phase, funding and legals. Lifestyle Residences
introduced the Charity to a City tax specialist to ensure best advice. Following their
advice allowed the Charity to receive the surplus profit share gift aided tax-free.
This was all successfully completed and construction was ready to be commenced
in early 2020.
The Construction and Development Milestones Timeline: We are very proud to have created this new concept in retirement living, enabling

February 2020

Demolition of Orione Care Home begins.

March 2020

New construction piling for basement
and car park due to begin.
Call between specialist contractor
Dunn and John O'Neill to convince
team to continue and not delay
with Boris Johnson on TV from 10
Downing Street announcing a national
lockdown. After calm consideration
construction commencement was
mutually agreed.

May 2020

Tower crane erected on site to
commence
the
concrete
and
structural works to create a new
building on a fast track basis.

October 2020

Frame completed to roof steel
and a traditional topping out ceremony held. This
ceremony goes back to pagan days and a fir tree
is hoisted to the highest part of the building to ward
off evil spirits. This was also properly covered off
however by Fr Marcelo blessing the workers and
the building in a more traditional Catholic way.
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March 21

Marketing commenced with the
opening of our Show Apartment
after detailed design benchmarking
carried out to ensure quality to meet
the discerning buyers' requirements.
Many of our buyers will only confirm
purchase on full completion of the
building, however in this instance
we managed to capture ¬£7
million of sales all at the asking
price off plan which is remarkable.
The Show Apartment was bought as
the only one finished for viewing on the
first day by Dr Kay who is very excited
about moving in.

8 November 2021

Teddington Cheese shop join us for a
cheese and wine reception as the first
of many marketing events to follow
pre-and post-Christmas to showcase
to buyers and most importantly to their
families, as it is very much a family
investment.

15 November 2021

The Practical Completion certificates
were issued and Mulberry Court
begins its life in Hampton Wick.

25th September

Communal lounges, activity room,
cafe salon, and hairdressing open for
the first time to our buyers and new
interested parties.
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Conclusion

many people to have an exciting new stage of life to look forward to as they take a
big step to downsize from a large family home post retirement.
The concept is to own their own home but to live independently with support at
hand. Our residents will have many facilities and services with our management arm
- Lifestyle Management staying to manage the development:
7 day a week concierge personnel to: Support and assist where required. Order and manage
additional requirements and services available from
our room service list, whether that maybe, shopping
online, ordering a taxi, personal home housekeeping,
hot meals as takeaways or just help with IT which is
always in demand.
Our café and communal areas in future will provide a
light breakfast or lunch.Pilates and suitable exercises
or indeed meditation classes will be held in our activity
room.Management of the gardens, building and
underground car parking.
We are also very proud to be the first building to use
Daiken air source heat pumps and Altherma units.
Along with the utilisation of solar roof panels, the
development’s carbon footprint is only 30% of what it
would have been using traditional power and heating sources.
At the end of the day, we are creating a new living environment with like-minded
people having companionship and company. This will extend life and while there
are cures available for illnesses and diseases, the way to enjoy that long life is
purpose, faith, company, and a positive outlook.Of course, we look forward to the
integration of the new development with the existing community and I am sure the
residents will greatly benefit from the pastoral care available to all.
There is the wonderful old Mulberry tree on site in what will be the shared contemplation
garden, we look forward to also replanting the blessed new Mulberry tree into the
social garden, to officially mark the opening and start of a new lease of life for the
community in Hampton Wick.

Pope
Francis

E

xcerpt Taken From This Recent Message Of The Holy Father Francis On The
Occasion Of The Fourth World Meeting Of Popular Movements.

You are, as I said in the letter I sent you last year, a veritable invisible army; you
are a fundamental part of that humanity that fights for life against a system
of death. In this engagement I see the Lord who makes Himself present in our
midst, to give to us His Kingdom as a gift. When He offered us the standard by
which we will be judged (cf. Mt 25: 31-46), Jesus told us that salvation consists in
taking care of the hungry, the sick, prisoners, foreigners; in short, in recognising
Him and serving Him in all suffering humanity. That is why I wish to say to you:
“Blessed are those who hunger and thirst for justice, for they shall be satisfied”
(Mt 5: 6), “Blessed are the peacemakers, for they shall be called children of
God” (Mt 5: 9). We want this beatitude to expand, to permeate and anoint
every corner and every space where life is threatened. But it happens to us as
people, as communities, as families and even individually, that we have to face
situations that paralyse us, where the horizon disappears and bewilderment, fear,
powerlessness and injustice seem to take over the present. We also experience
resistance to the changes we need and long for, many forms of resistance that
run deep, that are rooted beyond our strength and decisions. They are what the
Social Teaching of the Church calls structures of sin; these too we are called to
change, and we cannot overlook them in the moment of thinking of how to act.
Personal change is necessary, but it is also indispensable to adjust our socioeconomic models so that they have a human face, because many models
have lost it. And thinking about these situations, I make a pest of myself with my
questions. And I go on asking. And I ask everyone in the name of God.
I ask all the great pharmaceutical laboratories to release the patents. Make a
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gesture of humanity and allow every country, every people, every human being,
to have access to the vaccines. There are countries where only three or four per
cent of the inhabitants have been vaccinated.
In the name of God, I ask financial groups and international credit institutions to
allow poor countries to assure “the basic needs of their people” and to cancel
those debts that so often are contracted against the interests of those same
peoples.
In the name of God, I ask the great extractive industries -- mining, oil, forestry,
real estate, agribusiness -- to stop destroying forests, wetlands and mountains, to
stop polluting rivers and seas, to stop poisoning food and people.
In the name of God, I ask the great food corporations to stop imposing
monopolistic systems of production and distribution that inflate prices and end
up withholding bread from the hungry.
In the name of God, I ask arms manufacturers and dealers to completely stop
their activity, because it foments violence and war, it contributes to those awful
geopolitical games which cost millions of lives displaced and millions dead.
In the name of God, I ask the technology giants to stop exploiting human
weakness, people’s vulnerability, for the sake of profits without caring about the
spread of hate speech, grooming, fake news, conspiracy theories, and political
manipulation.
In the name of God, I ask the
telecommunications giants to ease
access to educational material and
connectivity for teachers via the
internet so that poor children can be
educated even under quarantine.
In the name of God, I ask the
media to stop the logic of post-truth,
disinformation, defamation, slander
and the unhealthy attraction to dirt
and scandal, and to contribute to
human fraternity and empathy with
those who are most deeply damaged.
In the name of God, I call on
powerful countries to stop aggression,
blockades and unilateral sanctions
against any country anywhere on
earth. No to neo-colonialism. Conflicts
must be resolved in multilateral
fora such as the United Nations. We
have already seen how unilateral
interventions, invasions and occupations end up; even if they are justified by
noble motives and fine words.
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This system, with its relentless logic of profit, is escaping all human control. It is
time to slow the locomotive down, an out-of-control locomotive hurtling towards
the abyss. There is still time.
Together with the poor of the earth, I wish to ask governments in general,
politicians of all parties, to represent their people and to work for the common
good. I want to ask them for the courage to look at their own people, to look
people in the eye, and the courage to know that the good of a people is much
more than a consensus between parties (cf. Evangelii gaudium, 218). Let them
stop listening exclusively to the economic elites, who so often spout superficial
ideologies that ignore humanity’s real dilemmas. May they be servants of the
people who demand land, work, housing and good living. This aboriginal good
living or buen vivir is not the same as “la dolce vita” or “sweet idleness”, no. This
is good human living that puts us in harmony with all humanity, with all creation.
I also want to ask all of us religious leaders never to use the name of God to
foment wars or coups (cf. Document on Human Fraternity, 2019). Let us stand by
the peoples, the workers, the humble, and let us struggle together with them so
that integral human development may become a reality. Let us build bridges
of love so that the voices of the periphery with their weeping, but also with their
singing and joy, provoke not fear but empathy in the rest of society.
And so, I persist in my pestering. It is necessary to confront together the populist
discourses of intolerance, xenophobia, and aporophobia, which is hatred of the
poor. Like everything that leads us to indifference, meritocracy and individualism,
these narratives only serve to divide our peoples, and to undermine and nullify
our poetic capacity, the capacity to dream together.

T

he other day a friend of mine who does interior design sent me a picture of
a building that she was rehabilitating. This building had been out of use for
over a decade. The doors were weak the paint had faded, the lawns were
all weedy and what have you. It took her few days of work to RESTORE the
structure into a more habitable place.

This week I have been following the COP 26 convention. World leaders have
gathered to address an issue that is threatening the planet, which is our
common home. Speeches have been given. Promises and commitments
made, we all look forward for a brighter future. One that we will not fall prey
to the wrath of nature which is well known to be unforgiving.
This whole idea of reclaiming the climate challenges me as an aspirant into
the Orionine Spirit. We are presented with an enormous challenge, one of
restoring the Climate. A restoration that needs to be acted upon to avoid
other devastating poverties. When the climate change is not addressed,
various forms of poverties will come erupt.
Famine will strike and thousands if not millions will starve. Uncontrolled ﬂooding
that will leave hundreds homeless. Agriculture will be unpredictable people
will lose jobs. So many various forms of poverties will emerge. If there is, a time
that we need more Orionines is today! An Orionine may not only have to be
a priest, or a seminarian or a layperson, but a person interested in restoring
the earth to be a habitat for us all. At a time when many think that, only
Government treaties can combat climate change. We need witnesses on the
ground, people with a ﬁrm belief that addressing the climate change can
begin with an individual responsibility.
When an earthquake happened in Messina, Southern Italy, Don Orione felt
the call to be present with the affected. He went there, made his contribution
seen and felt. His work was recognized and ended up remaining there for a
couple of years. Today, in the face of this common challenge, we need to be
Orionines with the eye of Don Orione.
To be at the forefront of initiating a campaign to inﬂuence the need to be
keen on this tragedy at hand. We need ‘to go south like Don Orione did’.
We have a new poverty here; one that is lethal for it can end up being a
cause for more poverties in the future. Let us come out and be the RESTORERS
of God’s creation in the face of its devastation.

By Thuku, Postulant from the SDP.

The Book of Remembrance
Our Book of Remembrance is dedicated to the Benefactors and Friends of the Sons of Divine Providence.

If you wish your name or that of any
person, living or deceased, to be inscribed
in this Book, please ﬁll in the form below.
All those inscribed in the book share in
the prayers and Masses oﬀered daily
by the Sons of the Divine Providence.
Cheques, POs should be made payable to:
The Sons of Divine Providence.
13 Lower Teddington Road,
Hampton Wick, Surrey, KT1 4EU

Name to be inscribed:
Please accept my OFFERING of: £
NAME of donor (Mr.Mrs.Miss) Address:

Mass Offerings

Mass intentions will be celebrated at Hampton Wick. Please
make cheques payable to The Sons of Divine Providence.

Cheque enclosed for £
Mass to be offered for:
Please tick appropriate box:
RIP

Get Well

Thanksgiving

Birthday

Special Intention

Name:
Address:

Please acknowledge my offering

No acknowledgement required

Please Donate
to our work!
The Sons of Divine Providence

Donation
If you are a basic rate tax payer, please fill in the Gift Aid Declaration form below.
This will enable us to claim back the tax and make your donation go even further
I enclose a donation of:
Name:
Address:

Gift Aid Declaration
For past, present and future donations

Please treat as Gift Aid donations
all qualifying gifts of money made
Today
In the past 4 years
In Future
Please tick all boxes you wish to apply

I confirm I have paid or will pay an amount of Income Tax and / or
Capital Gains Tax for each tax year (6 April to 5 April) that is at least
equal to the amount of tax that all the charities or Community
Amateur Sports Clubs (CASCs) that I donate to will reclaim on my
gifts for that tax year. I understand that other taxes such as VAT and
Council Tax do not qualify. I understand the charity will reclaim 28p
of tax on every £1 that I gave up to 5 April 2008 and will reclaim 25p
of tax on every £1 that I give on or after 6 April 2008.

Donors Details
Title:

First Name

Surname:

Full Address Including Postcode:

Date:

Signature:

Please notify the Sons of Divine Providence if you:
• Want

to change this declaration • Change your name or home address • No longer pay sufficient tax on your income and/or capital gains

If you pay Income Tax at the higher or additional rate and want to receive the additional tax relief due to you, you must include all your Gift
Aid donations on your Self Assessment tax return or ask HM Revenue and Customs to adjust your tax code.

Telephone: 020 8977 5130 Fax: 020 8977 0105
Email: info@orionecare.org www.sonsofdivineprovidence.org
13 Lower Teddington Road, Hampton Wick, Surrey, KT1 4EU

JESUS IS OUR LIFE!
We ask young people to consider our life of dedication
"I have undergone hunger, thirst and most painful humiliations:
yet they seemed like treats from God! I have also incurred many debts;
but Divine Providence has never let me go bankrupt."
"And if Jesus were to grant it, I would consider it a great grace, if, for
vocations, I could go begging bread right upto the end of my life."
Don Orione 1927

For more information:
Phone or write to Fr Stephen Beale

Phone or write to Fr John Perrotta

Tel: 01695 622516 / 622885

Tel: 0044 20 8977 5130

E-mail: sbeale@orionecare.org

E-mail: johnperrotta208@gmail.com

Tel: 020 8977 5130 E-mail: info@orionecare.org www.sonsofdivineprovidence.org
Don Orione World updates: www.donorione.org

“Dear benefactors, you are my bank!” With these simple but effective
words St. Luigi Orione got people to help his work.
“How YOU can help the Sons of Divine Providence to do good, according
to the motto of their Founder, St. Luigi Orione”
BY PRAYER: Only God can make us grow greater in numbers and in
goodness, everything is a gift from Him
BY SENDING US GOOD VOCATIONS: men who want to be priests or brothers,
and women who want to be sisters
BY SENDING DONATIONS or REMEMBERING US IN YOUR WILL:
to our various houses for the people we help, and to our missions
via our head office in Hampton Wick
BY TELLING PEOPLE ABOUT OUR WORK, OUR HOMES AND OUR MISSIONS.
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